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Of bandits and saints: Jesús Malverde and the struggle for place in Sinaloa, Mexico

Patricia L. Price
Department of International Relations, Florida International University

Jesús Malverde, a bandit who was assassinated in 1909, crystallizes the struggle for place – understood both literally and metaphorically – in northern Mexico. The socially and economically marginal people who revered him in the nineteenth century adore him as a lay saint today. Contention over building a chapel to Malverde in Culiacán, the capital city of the northern Mexican state of Sinaloa, distils broader tensions over the Mexican state’s persistent deferral of the poor from inclusion in the official landscape of the nation. Malverde’s appropriation by Sinaloa’s narcotraffickers as their patron saint extends this symbolic and material claim to legitimacy to include those who exist outside the official boundaries. The border between the sacred and the profane is often a site of social struggle, and the case of Malverde is no exception. While the legend of Malverde may well have been invented, its negotiation has proven remarkably long-lived and powerful in shaping and reshaping the iconographic and material landscapes of social inclusion and exclusion. Malverde thus offers an empty signifier whose multiple interpretations yield a surplus of symbolic meanings and material production based on the circulation, negotiation, appropriation, and reinterpretation of those meanings.

The legend of Jesús Malverde

Jesús Malverde was born Jesús Juárez Mazo in or around 1870 in a small town near the capital city of Culiacán in the state of Sinaloa, located on Mexico’s Pacific coast about 500 miles south of the border with the United States. In 1877, Mexico’s long-ruling and notoriously corrupt ruler, Porfirio Díaz, sent his crony, Francisco Cañedo, to govern the state, which he did until his death in 1909. The arrival of the railroads to Sinaloa, during Malverde’s youth, brought with it large-scale hacienda agriculture in sugar and henequen, and greater economic inequities than ever before for Sinaloa’s large peasant population. It is held that Malverde’s own parents died of hunger or a curable illness, and that this was the catalyst for his turn to a life of crime. While Malverde was said to have worked variously on the railroads, as a carpenter, or as a tailor, he soon joined the ranks of bandits that roamed Mexico’s countryside at the end of the nineteenth century. He reportedly stole gold coins from the rich hacienda owners living in Culiacán and threw them in the doorways of the poor at night, quickly becoming a local Robin Hood figure beloved by the local downtrodden.
Many versions exist of how Jesús Juárez Mazo acquired his nickname ‘Malverde’. Some say that because he camouflaged himself with banana leaves, the wealthy people he terrorized began to call him ‘mal-vero’, or ‘bad green’ (green devil). In any event, his unremitting thievery deeply annoyed Governor Cañedo, himself a wealthy man with many wealthy and influential associates in the area. Promising Malverde a pardon if he was successful, Cañedo supposedly challenged him to steal his sword, while another version holds that the object was nothing less than Cañedo’s own daughter. As a carpenter, Malverde was familiar with the layout of houses of the rich. Slipping into Cañedo’s house at night like un ánima, a spirit who was not even sensed by Cañedo’s dogs, Malverde successfully relieved the governor of his sword (or his daughter). He even dared to leave a note with ‘Jesús M. was here’ on a wall. His manhood compromised either way, Cañedo ordered Malverde hunted down.

There exist several versions of Malverde’s death on 3 May 1909. Some suggest that he was betrayed by his compadre, who cut off Malverde’s feet and turned him over to the authorities for the reward money. Other versions hold that he died in the brush of an illness, or was wounded and crawled into a bread oven to die. Depictions of Malverde’s death show him hanging from a mesquite tree, and this is how many say he was killed, hanged by the government posse sent to hunt him down (Figure 1). Cañedo reportedly refused to allow the body to be buried, and in order to make an example of the bandit left the body hanging from the mesquite tree until his bones fell from the rope. Supposedly, peasants threw stones at his corpse to cover it, in a final gesture to their beloved Malverde.

One day, in hopes of Malverde’s beneficence continuing beyond death, a milkman, bemoaning the loss of his income – his cow – asked Malverde to return the animal. As he threw the stone on Malverde’s ersatz tomb, he heard the ‘mooing’ of the cow behind him. With his posthumous intervention on behalf of the poor, Malverde was transformed from legendary historical figure to lay saint. While not officially sanctioned by the Catholic Church, Malverde has nonetheless been granted quasi-religious status in the minds of many Sinaloenses. Over time, his fame has grown and he has performed countless miracles typical of folk saints: restored health, luck in love, and protection from evildoers. Today his shrine in Sinaloa announces itself in large neon letters and is open around the clock, while Malverde’s purported final resting place – now located in the middle of a used car lot across the street from the shrine – still houses a large pile of stones, votive candles, images, and a plaster bust of Malverde enshrined in a bird cage (Figures 2 and 3).

Because versions of his story have him employed as a carpenter, a railroad worker or a tailor, he provides protection to those who labour in these trades. Because Malverde may have had his feet cut off when he died, he is said to have a particular affinity for the lame and limbless, in addition to his ongoing devotion to the poor of Sinaloa. Alms gathered at the shrine are used to purchase wheelchairs and crutches for those who need them, as well as providing caskets for the burial of poor Sinaloans and free breakfasts for hungry local children. True to his rural origins, Malverde still helps those who make their living from the land. Inside his shrine rest corn cobs, tomatoes, and jars...
full of beans or floating shrimp, offerings from the region’s farmers and fishermen thanking Malverde for a bountiful harvest.

Yet not all inside the shrine is humble and handwritten, and not all of the region’s farmers grow winter vegetables. For Sinaloa produces a great deal of the marijuana and heroin paste exported to the United States from Mexico, and funnels Colombian cocaine northward to the United States as well. The notorious drug king-pins who hail from this state are the central figures in Mexico’s drug cartels, among them the Arellano Félix brothers, Amado Carrillo Fuentes, Joaquín ‘El Chapo’ Guzmán, ‘El Güero’ Palma and Rafael Caro Quintero, who masterminded the assassination of DEA agent Enrique Camarena in 1985. Burnished brass plaques line the walls of the chapel, bearing the family names of the state’s drug king-pins, thanking Malverde for his assistance and bearing the key words de Sinaloa a California (‘from Sinaloa to California’, alluding to

FIGURE 1 Devotional card depicting Jesús Malverde hanging from a mesquite tree.
FIGURE 2 Jesús Malverde chapel, Culiacán, Sinaloa.

FIGURE 3 Malverde’s final resting place?
the drug corridor between these two places). Efraín Benítez Ayala, assistant Malverde chapel caretaker, reports that large amounts in US dollars are deposited in the collection box with some frequency, and intimates that it is the narcos who are responsible for these donations. Though no one leaves physical evidence of a bountiful marijuana harvest in the way that they do of, say, their garbanzo bean harvests, there are ample references to the crop emblazoned on the baseball caps, key rings and medallions for sale inside the chapel. Largely because of the curiosity of the media, both in Mexico and the United States, many outside of Sinaloa know of Malverde today as el narcosantón, the patron saint of narcotraffickers. In addition to his overseeing the activities of tailors, railroad workers, the lame and limbless and the downtrodden, Malverde is said to help drug growers produce good harvests. He protects dealers from stray bullets and police raids, gets relatives out of jail, and watches over shipment of narcotics. Because Malverde was a thief, he is attributed with the power to make things disappear. Thus for drug dealers who wish to cross the border with their cargo of contraband undetected, he is a logical choice for protection: ‘Jesús Malverde, with your infinite power, make my plane invisible like your horse, and don’t let them catch me!’

Though narcotraffickers have adopted Malverde as their patron saint, Efraín was adamant that neither the shrine nor faith in Malverde’s powers was limited to this group. ‘He protects all sorts of people, all social classes’. Efraín felt that journalists had contributed to the sensationalization of Malverde’s story, by focusing attention on his association with narcotraffickers to the exclusion of what many Sinaloans considered his more important role as patron saint of the downtrodden. According to Arturo Lizárraga Hernández, member of the social sciences faculty at the Universidad Autónoma de Sinaloa in Mazatlán, while people from all socioeconomic levels visit Malverde’s shrine,

Those who most visit his chapel on the Avenida Independencia in Culiacán, Sinaloa, are the socially marginal of all types: the poorest, the handicapped, pickpockets, thugs, prostitutes, drug traffickers and drug addicts, in sum, the stigmatized who, in civil or religious iconography don’t find anyone who looks like them, in whom to confide and in whose hands to put their lives.

Malverde’s devotion to a broad spectrum of Sinaloan society is palpable in the chapel’s interior, which is visually dominated by the shiny brass plaques left by narcotraffickers, yet which also holds a range of more humble offerings: bunches of chiles and ears of corn, handwritten notes thanking Malverde for the recovery of health, photographs of brides thanking Malverde for helping them find true love, and letters from migrants who have successfully crossed the border to Arizona. It is not coincidental that Malverde’s image in the chapel itself and in memorabilia sold around the chapel is often coupled with the image of the Virgin of Guadalupe, Mexico’s patron saint and its most widely beloved popular religious figure, who is also believed to intercede on behalf of Mexico’s poor and downtrodden.

Though Malverde’s story, and its contemporary association with the glamorous and violent world of narcotrafficking, is of intrinsic interest, it speaks to issues of broader concern to contemporary critical cultural geographers as well. Specifically, Jesús Malverde – his image, his story and faith in him – is an important figure in the struggle
for place in Sinaloa and especially in the capital city of Culiacán. Such struggles over
meaning in the landscape are, in turn, both reflective and constitutive of larger
struggles. Thus the contention surrounding Malverde can be approached as what
J. B. Jackson described as the tension between the official and the vernacular
landscape, in this case, between the official landscape of the Church and the
State and the popular religious and social landscape of Sinaloa’s down-and-out.
The ongoing controversy over Malverde raises questions such as: What ‘place’ should
the popular religious devotion to a deceased bandit occupy in the spiritual, as well
as physical, landscape of Culiacán? What is sacred and what is profane? What is criminal
behaviour and what is legitimate political activity? Whose voice and vision should
be expressed in the urban landscape of Sinaloa’s capital city, and whose voice and
vision should be erased from historical memory? These are difficult questions to
answer, because they probe the always contentious, shifting and ceaseless struggle
over what should be sanctioned as legitimate and what should be eradicated as
heretical.

In the balance of this essay, I first turn to the battle over the gravesite of Jesús
Malverde in Culiacán. The building of Malverde’s main chapel in Culiacán, Sinaloa,
illustrates how the contention over Malverde’s presence in the landscape is both
symptomatic and constitutive of broader struggles over social legitimacy. Because
the figure of Jesús Malverde is so prominent in the social imaginary of Sinaloans,
struggles over what role to give his memory and how to mark his presence (or not) can
become points of bitter contention over local pride and place identity. ‘[T]he
significance of space in landscape terms, the allotment of land for private or public
use, is that it makes the social order visible. Space, even a small plot of ground,
identifies the occupant and gives him status…’ If the status of the individual in
question, or the larger social order of which she or he is a part, is a matter of debate,
then it is reasonable to search for clues to both the social order and its contestation in
the landscape.

The meanings and uses of the sites associated with Jesús Malverde take on quite
different contours, however, depending upon who is telling the tale. As I shall suggest
in subsequent sections of this essay, which explore the landscapes of popular religiosity
and social banditry with respect to Malverde, the neat dichotomies suggested by
opposing pairs of terms such as ‘official and vernacular’ are not, in fact, so neatly
separable. Thus the controversy over a chapel in Culiacán both brings into focus
longstanding contentions in Mexico’s broader social, cultural and political landscapes,
and suggests that it is not so easy to distinguish the sacred from the profane, the
legitimate official from the brigand, the legend from the material circumstances. For, as
I shall conclude, though the legend of Jesús Malverde may indeed be fabricated out
of whole cloth, the persistent circulation, devotion to, and tangible landscape manifesta-
tions of his tale illustrate that it is neither easy nor especially productive to attempt
to tease fact from fiction in this case. I will suggest that, instead, Malverde constitutes an
empty signifier, an infinitely productive node that has given rise to a multitude of
meanings that are circulated, appropriated and reinterpreted in the ongoing struggle for
place.
The struggle for the sacred

The tale of the construction of Malverde’s chapel is as colourful and as riddled with productive inconsistencies as the legend of his life and death. In the late 1970s, then Governor of the state of Sinaloa, Alfonso G. Calderón, decided to construct a series of new public buildings for the growing capital city of Culiacán. Among the planned buildings was a Centro Cultural Sinaloense (Sinaloan Cultural Center) that was to be located on the very land that reportedly held Malverde’s remains, requiring that the pile of stones marking his ersatz tomb be removed. After several years of public protests and debate by disgruntled residents who did not wish to disturb the site, the construction was ordered to proceed. However, strange and frightening portends occurred. As workers prepared to break ground, all of Culiacán turned out to witness the event. The governor, who usually donned his hard hat to ceremoniously turn the first shovel of dirt in such projects, decided judiciously to blend into the crowd instead.

When he did, ‘the stones [over Malverde’s remains] jumped like popcorn, as if they wanted to entomb he who, sacrilegiously, wished to move the immovable’. The man driving the bulldozer had to get drunk in order to work up the courage to demolish the site, yet the bulldozer smoked and finally broke down when it touched the grave. By the time another bulldozer was brought in, night had fallen, and the people gathered there cheered thinking that Malverde had won the day, but this time the bulldozer was able to remove the stones, candles, and notes asking for intercession. It is said that the tearful driver of the bulldozer died shortly afterward. As the construction progressed, windows in the new buildings shattered mysteriously, equipment vanished and odd accidents befell construction workers.

In 1980, the municipal government relented to the people’s wishes and provided a nearby parcel of land for a new chapel to Malverde, now the site of his main shrine. As the land around the railroad tracks was developed and the new government buildings went up, the old points of reference were erased and it was impossible to know where, exactly, Malverde’s bones lay. But during the hot summer months of 1984, a large ring of dead vegetation appeared in a still-vacant lot. A waxy stain appeared in the circle, the molten accumulation of years of candles, prayers and miracles rising to the surface of the earth and marking Malverde’s grave. This place, now in a used car lot across the busy divided road from the new chapel, once again became a site of intense devotion.

Thus Malverde’s erasure from and reappearance in the urban landscape would seem to pit the wishes of the outlaw saint and his motley band of devotees against those of the state, the vernacular landscape of popular devotion against the official landscape of government buildings, the fantastic legend held dear by the poor against the monolithic account of state history as embodied in the Centro Cultural Sinaloense. The same might be said for the relationship between Malverde’s chapel and the position of local Catholic officials. Though a figure inspiring intense devotion, Malverde exists outside the realm of religion as sanctioned by the Catholic church. He is unlikely ever to be elevated to sainthood; indeed, local church officials in Culiacán complain bitterly that devotion to Malverde diverts not only the spiritual energy of the faithful but their monetary donations as well. Thus Malverde is often portrayed in stark terms: a
‘disrupter of souls’, a ‘thief in the kingdom of God’, and a ‘Lucifer’ by the city’s clergy, while held by his followers to be el ángel de los pobres (the angel of the poor).

Left here, the story says that Malverde defied both the church and the state and in the end got his way. Through his acting beyond the grave on behalf of the poor, their presence was inscribed symbolically and materially in the urban fabric. Yet the lines separating the official and the vernacular, legitimate and illegitimate, sacred and profane, legal and outlaw are never fixed or ever tremendously clear, and the case of Malverde’s gravesite is no exception. Writing of the Mexican Revolution, James Scott has framed the ‘the thorny relationship between hegemonic processes and resistance’ thus:19

[We] cannot simply take it for granted that state elites have a ‘hegemonic project’ at all . . . and more important, although one may be able to speak of a hegemonic project of state elites, one must always speak of popular culture and resistance to such projects in the plural. The strength and resilience of popular resistance to any hegemonic project lies precisely in its plurality . . . since it does not speak with one voice, it cannot be silenced with a single blow of rhetoric.20

It is rumored, for example, that political officials and the Mexican federal police surreptitiously visit Malverde’s shrine to ask for intercession in local political and judicial affairs.21 Mexican dramatist Sergio López Sánchez quips, ironically, that the new government buildings are simply a larger version of the earlier monument to a thief,22 implying that the state government as well as common criminals have a history of duplicity when it comes to the ordinary Sinaloan. Indeed, a longstanding belief in the Mexican popular imaginary is that authority figures in the guise of police, bureaucrats and clergy are to be feared for their history of corrupt behavior before they are to be trusted. To the chagrin of local politicians and religious leaders, Jesús Malverde remains prominent on the urban horizon of Culiacán, a constant reminder of the extra-official nature of much of Sinaloa’s past and present. Perhaps Malverde and his spiritual as well as physical disruption of the city have proven so difficult to eradicate precisely because Malverde, and more importantly what he stands for, is so central to the truth on which, like it or not, the state and its capital city are founded.

The angel of the poor, or a thief in the kingdom of God?

[Malverde] is a disruptor of souls, a thief in the kingdom of God and a supposed Lucifer who calls into question the omnipotence of the creator.23

They call him Mal-Verde . . . but he never did evil. To no one. On the contrary, he always helped the poor.24

In his status as a lay saint, Jesús Malverde does not stand alone in the iconographic landscape of popular religiosity along the US–Mexico border. Daniel Arreola, for example, discusses popular religious pilgrimage sites located in the eastern extreme of the border between South Texas and several northern Mexican states.25 Among these are the birthplace and gravesite of El Niño Fidencio in Espinazo, located in the northeastern Mexican state of Nuevo León, and Don Pedrito Jaramillo’s gravesite near
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Falfurrias, Texas. In their lifetimes, both men were legendary healers whose powers, like those of Malverde, continued posthumously, and who have become elevated to the status of lay saints, though the Catholic church does not officially recognize them. On the western end of the US–Mexico border, Malverde is accompanied by the Tijuana figure of Juan Soldado, a common soldier assassinated in 1938 and now the patron saint of undocumented border crossers. As with Malverde’s shrine, the gravesites of these folk saints constitute for the faithful sacred spaces of devotion, pilgrimage and divine intervention. Yet for all their sway in the popular imaginary and practice of subregional groups, these figures and the places associated with them may be tolerated, but they will never be officially recognized by the Catholic church as legitimately holy.

The official stance of the Catholic church, however, is not the only face of Catholicism as practised in Mexico. In the state of Sinaloa, for example, the Culiacán diocese complains bitterly about the diversion of souls and contributions due to the lure of Malverde’s chapel. However, Malverde chapel founder Eligio González looks for ways to bring local church officials into partnership with his ‘congregation’ at Malverde’s chapel, recounting that he had once invited Padre Melitón, a priest from Culiacán’s landmark Guadalupan Iglesia de La Lomita (Church on the Hill) to bless the Malverde chapel. Arturo Lizárraga Hernández recounts that ‘this priest had good things to say about Don Eligio and his works and, in particular, congratulates him because he helps drug addicted youth who hang out at the Chapel and the railway station through his advice and meals’ and quotes Eligio González as saying: ‘[the priests of Culiacán] don’t bother me. They just tell me sometimes that I’m bringing the faithful over to Malverde’s church. I answer them that no, they come on their own.’ So while the official line of the church may oppose Malverde as heretical, the lived relationship between the Malverde chapel founder and the clergy of Culiacán appears to be much less oppositional. In some cases, both may perceive their mission vis-à-vis the downtrodden of Culiacán to be the same.

Such a behavioural shift from rigid vertical hierarchy to more active contact with the poor (who, after all, constitute the majority of the Catholic flock worldwide) is not limited to Culiacán: it is hemispheric. Throughout Latin America, the Catholic church has come under siege, criticized for being unresponsive to the poverty and injustices suffered by the region’s poor. This perception of rigidity and exclusivity has led to declining traditional Roman Catholic membership, inroads made by evangelical Protestantism and the persistence or resurgence of folk religions and lay saints like Jesús Malverde. Thus the collaborative stance taken by Padre Melitón may well be indicative of a larger, strategic willingness to work with, even embrace, alternative faith-based venues such as Malverde’s chapel, rather than rejecting them outright.

In fact, religiosity in Mexico has long been a highly syncretic affair. The practice of tolerating, embracing and at times incorporating indigenous religious elements into practised Catholicism has, since the time of the Spanish conquest, been one of the keys to its widespread acceptance amongst a heterogeneous population. The appearance of the Virgin of Guadalupe in 1531 to the indigenous peasant Juan Diego, for example,
illustrates the longstanding syncretic nature of Mexican religious practice. The fact that she spoke Nahuatl to him, the transformation of the barren hillside where she appeared into a verdant, crystalline paradise, and the sun rays that framed her figure spoke in clear symbolic terms to Juan Diego as an indigenous man; yet the roses of Castile that she begged him to take to the Bishop Zumárraga in Mexico City were directed toward the Spaniards. The turquoise colour of her cape, the band about her waist and the flower in its center, the Virgin’s brown skin, and her down-cast eyes were all powerful symbols that were laden with meaning for the indigenous population of central Mexico, and these were blended seamlessly with elements that spoke to Iberian religious sensibilities of the time: the medieval European posing and technique of her depiction, her name ‘Guadalupé’ was the same as the local patroness of Extremadura, Spain, where the majority of Spanish conquerors hailed from, and her insistence that she was the mother of the one true God. Guadalupé’s basilica was eventually constructed at the site of her appearance to Juan Diego, as ordered. Importantly, this hill was also the devotional site of Tonantzín, the earth goddess of Nahuatl-speaking people. Thus the iconographic landscape, both literal and figurative, incorporated both indigenous Mexican and Iberian Catholic elements and fashioned a powerfully meaningful (if not uncontroversial) religious landscape.31

That which is held sacred is rarely, if ever, universally agreed upon. Rather, societies typically face ongoing struggles over what, and who, should qualify as holy. These struggles are often recorded on the landscape, if not directly spatially negotiated, as was the case with the building of Malverde’s shrine in Culiacán. The landscape lends not just a measure of fixity or permanence to these debates, it also introduces a certain stickiness to the ongoing negotiations over the social designation of the sacred and the profane. In its tendency to gather elements of indeterminate or controversial valence, the landscape can be understood as an active partner in constructing the indeterminacy that often surrounds the distinction of sacred from profane.

The work of several contemporary critical cultural geographers has explored how the social designation of the sacred is an important instance of the more general struggle for place that is at the heart of landscape.32 In part, this recent scholarship continues in the tradition of humanist geographers, who have long pondered the spatiality of the social function of the sacred.33 In addition, this scholarship by geographers draws upon, and extends, explorations of sacred spaces in other disciplines.34 The Greek anthropologist Mircea Eliade provides a classic theorization of the spatial dynamics of sanctification. Author of The sacred and the profane, Eliade had begun to discuss religious faith and the transformation of space nearly fifty years ago.35 It is his notion of hierophany – the manifestation of the sacred in the profane – that has provided an important approach for understanding the landscape designation of sacred spaces. For Eliade, hierophany entails a transmogrification of space that is of fundamental importance for meaning-making by cultures. Without sacred spaces, Eliade asserts, human societies are in essence rootless. In other words, it is the irruption of the sacred in the profane and the spatial differentiation that this sets in motion which allows us to become fully human.
For it is the break effected in space that allows the world to be constituted, because it reveals the fixed point, the central axis for all future orientation. When the sacred manifests itself in any hierophany, there is not only a break in the homogeneity of space; there is also revelation of an absolute reality, opposed to the nonreality of the vast surrounding expanse. The manifestation of the sacred ontologically founds the world. In the homogeneous and infinite expanse, in which no point of reference is possible and hence no orientation can be established, the hierophany reveals an absolute fixed point, a center.36

Yet, as Eliade’s critics have pointed out, rather than occupying a central site, sacred spaces are in fact often located at the margins, literally and figuratively. The recent appearances, for example, of images of the Virgin of Guadalupe in a bank window in Clearwater, Florida, a twig in Ciudad Juárez, Mexico, an ice cream stain in Houston, Texas, and a hot water heater left out to rust in a backyard in Douglas, Arizona, all constitute everyday examples of hierophany (Figure 4). Though revered in the local popular religious beliefs of these places, the Catholic Church is not likely officially to recognize such apparitions as legitimate manifestations of the most holy Mother Mary, nor are the sites associated with them likely to be formally designated as sacred. Instead, these examples of everyday hierophany question the social designation of holiness as clearly and always extraordinary though their very ordinariness, by ‘sliding in and out of the profane and common places around them’.37 Rather than constituting a firm axis mundi, they often as not challenge the central pillars of the society in question. Writes Belden Lane, ‘Religion isn’t always a matter of otherworldly transcendence. It continually sets up camp in the ordinary … The sacred place, therefore, has the potential of being as disruptive as it is integrative’.38

David Chidester and Edward Linenthal suggest that the designation of sacred spaces is always a political act, not, as Eliade suggested, a mystical or sui generis occurrence.39 In their exploration of American sacred spaces, Chidester and Linenthal note that traditional Hawaiian burial grounds (heiau) and the contemporary secular sacred site of the Pearl Harbor attack during the second world war are both intimately bound up in the promotion of such decidedly profane activities as tourism and economic development. Moreover, the designation of meaning to these sites is anything but unproblematic, as both traditional Hawaiian sacred spaces and the Pearl Harbor site are the locus of intense interpretive conflict over nationality, imperialism, economic empowerment and disempowerment, the expression of cultural heritage, the right to self-determination and freedom of religious expression. It is the wider political context of the ritual production and reproduction of spaces as sacred, the material relations of property ownership and the often complex power interests at stake that should be the focus of analysis of sacred space according to Chidester and Linenthal, rather than simply the act of hierophany itself.

The assertion that the sacred irrupts or manifests is a mystification that obscures the symbolic labor that goes into making space sacred. It erases all the hard work that goes into choosing, setting aside, consecrating, venerating, protecting, defending, and redefining sacred places. This mystification is even more seriously misleading, however, when it covers up the symbolic violence of domination or exclusion that is frequently involved in the making of sacred space … power and purity are not inherent in sacred space. Power is always at stake in struggles over inclusion and exclusion.40
One could certainly understand Jesús Malverde — his narrative and image, people’s faith in them, and their manifestations on the landscape — as constituting an irruption of the sacred in the profane. Malverde-as-everyday-hierophany ‘reveals an absolute fixed
point, a centre’ around which some contemporary Sinaloans can orient their peripatetic, precarious and illegitimated existences. Religions have always been about making meaning in a chaotic world, and in this respect Malverde provides a much-needed point of orientation and indeed legitimacy for many.

Yet the wider circumstances of Malverde’s life and death, and his contemporary popularity as a subregional lay saint, also demand the sort of contextual analysis suggested by Eliade’s critics. The controversy over the construction of Malverde’s chapel and the persistent reverence of a spot in the middle of a used car lot only rumored to hold Malverde’s remains illustrates that much more than the veracity of the tale of a historical figure-cum-lay saint is at stake. Sinaloa is still a largely rural Mexican state, peripheral geographically to the centre of power located in faraway Mexico City, and culturally marginal to the urban, cosmopolitan image of modern Mexico presented by its leaders. Many Sinaloans today have migrated north to the United States, particularly to Arizona, where they live and work on yet another periphery on the mainstream of US society. Should the unsanctioned expressions of religious faith of these Sinaloans be allowed to manifest such an important point of reference on the urban and cultural identity of the state? At stake here is a long-contested politics of class, place and historical memory in Mexican society, a struggle that is wrought in no small part in and through the landscape.

**Stealing landscape**

Sinaloa is one of those places in Mexico where justice isn’t blind and the lawless aren’t always the bad guys. Having the government as an enemy can improve a reputation.\(^{41}\)

Malverde’s ascendance to contemporary prominence in Sinaloa coincides with the rise of highly organized drug trafficking from and through Mexico to the United States in the late 1970s and early 1980s.\(^{42}\) Today, his shrines are rumored to span the drug corridor from as far south as Cali, Colombia, Culiacán and Tijuana in Mexico, and north as far as Phoenix, Arizona (where many Sinaloans have settled), and Los Angeles, California.\(^{43}\) Together, these shrines constitute a north–south corridor tracing the flow of contraband moved northward by Mexico’s Tijuana cartel. Malverde has become a central figure in the pantheon of the so-called narcoculture that has accompanied the drug trade and that is palpable on both sides of the US–Mexico border. Narcocultura thrives in cultural artefacts such as popular music (*narcocorridos*), men’s fashion steeped in drug dealer chic (*narcomoda*), and the gargantuan, ostentatiously decorated houses of those enriched by the drug trade (*narquitectura*):

In Phoenix and other Arizona cities, police increasingly find Malverde medallions around the necks of the drug thugs – often from Sinaloa – they encounter in drug busts. In Los Angeles, Malverde believers light candles and leave offerings at another chapel to the dark-eyed, heavy-browed ‘saint’. And when Sinaloa’s migrants return home, often the first place they stop is Malverde’s chapel.\(^{44}\)

The romanticized image of Jesús Malverde as a misunderstood but noble robber has provided a potent symbolic weapon to the public relations arsenal of narcotraffickers.
Considered officially both in Mexico and the United States at the level of terrorists in the war on drugs, the few narcotraffickers successful and long-lived enough to amass fortunes like to promote themselves as contemporary Robin Hoods, stealing from rich gringos and giving back to the poor of their home state in Mexico. Apparently, many Sinaloans are in agreement, prompting journalist Anita Snow to assert that ‘drug dealers are saints to many in Northern Mexico’. And there is more than a grain of truth to the assertions of the drug lords. Sinaloa’s economy lives and dies (sometimes quite literally) by the drug trade. Scores of drug-related jobs are created for local residents, while the state, traditionally modern Mexico’s largest employer, is forever downsizing and rural areas like most of the state of Sinaloa are left further and further behind. Unlike the government, drug traffickers have financed a host of local improvements in Sinaloa. The late drug king-pin Amado Carrillo Fuentes, for example, built a church, a kindergarten and a volleyball court in his hometown of Guamuchilito. Though quantifying the precise monetary value of the contributions of narcotrafficking to local economies verges on ‘science fiction’, as Francisco Thoumi has noted in the case of Colombia, it is palpable that Sinaloan communities have benefited from the influx of drug money into their communities. Though there may be strikingly violent downsides to a regional economic dependence on growing and shipping contraband, there are also benefits at the grassroots level, and it is the ‘generalized prosperity fuelled by drug profits’ that Sinaloa’s drug lords are intent on highlighting. As Culiacán’s police chief, José Luis Esteban Martínez, remarked: ‘It is this blurring of the line between good and bad that the area’s narcos . . . want to encourage’ in their routine and visible reinforcement of an association with the image of Jesús Malverde.

Thus the boundary between noble robber and common criminal is unclear at best in the case of Mexico’s drug king-pins. Far more clear, however, is the fact that drugs and their accompanying cultural patterns are undeniably part of the unofficial face of the official relationship that Mexican and United States politicians have tried so hard to fashion around supposedly such clear-cut and cleaned-up legislative tactics as NAFTA, immigration reform, Operation Gatekeeper, international drug certification and so on. Like the waxy stain around Malverde’s grave, narco-cultura, narcotraficantes, and their cultural artefacts just keep bleeding up and around official attempts to bulldoze them out of sight. In the case of Malverde, the contention over marking his grave, over constructing a chapel to him, as well as ongoing discord over his presence in the contemporary cultural landscape, signals just this sort of ambivalence regarding the legitimacy that should be accorded to an outlaw figure. It both reflects and navigates sociocultural tensions over what sorts of persons and activities should in fact be designated ‘outlaw’. Though he did not treat the case of Malverde specifically, Mexicanist historian Gilbert Joseph has noted that in regard to popular protest, the criminalization of bandit figures such as Malverde has long been a strategy by the state to discredit particular forms of social protest:

For example, references to a ‘bandit village’ might not describe a nest of thieves but indicate instead that much of the population of a pueblo is resisting state forces. Repeated mention of ‘regional contagion’ might reveal more about solidarity and enthusiasm among a variety of groups within an area than about the rapid spread of deviance. Similarly, official references to ‘lawlessness’ might tell more about collective defiance of
what had come to be regarded as bad laws or administrative practices than about rampant, wanton criminality. For in defining as crime what it knew to be protest, the state sought to strip the insurgents’ actions of any claim to political legitimacy.

Malverde’s legend resonates with longstanding scholarly inquiry into social banditry. Eric Hobsbawm’s classic exploration of social banditry in Italy and elsewhere in Europe provides a landmark analysis of this phenomenon. Almost to the letter, Malverde provides an illustration of the social or noble bandit, as opposed to the common ‘blood and vengeance’ criminal. In accordance with Hobsbawm’s description of the social bandit, Malverde is a peasant who becomes catalysed by an incident (the death of his parents by hunger or disease) that is seen as tragic or righteous by the poor but not necessarily by the wealthy, who instead perceive the event as unremarkable at best. As is the case with social bandits, he transforms himself into a figure that steals from the rich and gives to the poor. Malverde, as with all social bandits, holds strong ties to his natal territory, uses disguise to elude capture (in his case, the ability to slip in and out of Cañedo’s house like a ghost), is a solitary figure and has experienced a sort of immortality (in Malverde’s case, the transformation into a lay saint after death). Finally, he turns to a life of banditry on the heels of a larger social transformation; in this case, the modernization of Sinaloa through the coming of the railroads and large-scale agriculture.

As ongoing debates on banditry in the Latin Americanist literature have underscored, elaboration on Hobsbawm’s taxonomy of banditry has tended to devolve into rather sterile discussions of whether the particular figure in question is in fact truly a social bandit or merely a common criminal. Furthermore, as his critics have pointed out repeatedly, Hobsbawm’s failure to connect banditry to peasant protest and resistance, and his early insistence on banditry as ‘archaic’ or ‘prepolitical’, constitutes an enormous shortcoming in understanding the connections between banditry and the role of the peasantry in social change. Yet Hobsbawm did note: “[I]t seems that Robin-Hoodism is most likely to become a major phenomenon when [peasant societies’] traditional equilibrium is upset: during and after periods of abnormal hardship, such as famines and wars, or at the moments when the jaws of the dynamic modern world seize the static communities in order to destroy and transform them.” Later, Hobsbawm went on to remark on how nineteenth-century Mexico became infamous for its brigands, who both challenged the authority and (at least on the surface) the order of the Porfirio Díaz years, and who, ‘with sympathetic hindsight … might appear as precursors of the Mexican Revolution’.

A large literature amongst historians has focused on social banditry in the Americas. With specific regard to Mexico, several scholars have noted, following Hobsbawm’s suggestion, the close association between social upheaval and the emergence of brigandage. The most important critical juncture in modern Mexican history is the Revolution of 1910–17. José Manuel Valenzuela Arce suggests: ‘The social bandit was a bridge between personal indignation and a broader social movement: the Revolution. The social bandit was one of the forms assumed by the desperation of the impoverished peon, the landless peasant, the undermined miner …’ In broader terms, Paul Vanderwood suggests that bandit archetypes evolved over the course of post-Independence Mexican society from the aggressive brigands characteristic of the
wars of Independence in the early nineteenth century, the powerful bandit gangs of mid-century, the lone bandits characteristic of the Porfirio Díaz years at the close of the nineteenth century (of whom Jesús Malverde is an example), and finally the bandit-patriots acting to shape modern Mexico during the Revolution. Whether the narcotraffickers are in fact shrewd ‘bad guys’ who merely fashion their images around that of ‘good guys in disguise’, or whether they in fact constitute a contemporary type of social bandit is a matter of some debate. However, if, as many have suggested, Mexico has made the transition from a revolutionary to a post-revolutionary society over the course of the past decade or so, might this contemporary critical juncture be expected to offer up its own contemporary brigands? One might productively ask if narcotraffickers in fact provide just the sort of provocative challenge to authority that bandits in Mexico have always offered.

For the purposes of this essay, however, it is the continued disruption of the line between the criminal and the legitimate social actor, and the negotiation of this boundary in and through the landscape, that is of most interest. Using the example of Mexico’s famed rurales (federal police), Vanderwood asserts that it has historically been difficult to distinguish the enforcers of the law from the brigands who challenge it. Indeed, bandits have often become policemen, and policemen have turned toward banditry from time to time in Mexican history. Given the alleged ties between Mexico’s contemporary political elite, police and drug lords, it does not seem too much of a stretch to see narcotraffickers as, in some important ways, modern-day bandits.

Banditry flourishes in those geo-political interstices where central control and influence hold limited sway and where judicial influence is weakest. Many academics have relegated banditry mainly to the outlands, distant from the so-called seat of power, the national capital. They treat it as a defensive strategy. But banditry can be aggressive and challenging; it is not nearly as defensive as some think, and it frequently tests the limits of state control, at times within eyeshot of the capital itself, where brigands often have important contacts.

As with the slippage between the sacred and the profane noted in the previous section, it is the ability of the figure of Malverde — and of the narcotraffickers who have adopted him as their patron saint, to some extent — to question the social designation of who constitutes a criminal and what activities are in fact illegal that makes such figures potentially revolutionary ones. As I have argued throughout, such struggles are waged at least in part through the landscape.

**Missing Malverde: the landscape of the empty signifier**

Perhaps there is a secret life and a hidden Society of Saints and Virgins of which the Church is ignorant . . . And if people like to fill the lives of the saints and the virgins with all too human passions, displacing thereby the monologue inscribed by the Church, those same saints and virgins fill the landscape with meanings inscribed by the routes of their interrelation. Given that they are as human as they are sacred, it would not be correct to say they thus ‘sanctify’ spatial patterns, unless we endorse a notion of sanctity that endorses the strength of human weaknesses. If we do that then we can describe a ‘sacred’ contouring of land made from interconnected chips and fragments of place meanings.
Like many bandits, including the Ur-bandit figure of Robin Hood, Jesús Malverde may be more of a legendary fabrication than a documentable historical figure. Sergio López-Sánchez suggests that Malverde is in fact a composite figure based in part on Heraclio Bernal, the so-called Rayo de Sinaloa (Thunderbolt of Sinaloa), who did live and die as an outlaw during the last half of the nineteenth century. Bernal, who raided foreign-owned silver mines in the state of Sinaloa and neighbouring Durango, channelled his thwarted political aspirations into multifarious critiques of the Díaz government, ranging from pranks played on the Porfirián state governor of Sinaloa to extensive raids on wealthy citizens and participation in revolts against the Díaz presidency. Yet there is no archival evidence attesting to the existence of a flesh-and-blood Jesús Malverde, or Jesús Juárez Mazo for that matter. Whether the saintly relics, Malverde’s bones, lie at all in the supposed grave in the used car lot, in the chapel itself, in an unmarked grave, or simply never existed because Malverde never existed, is also a matter of some debate.

I will propose that resolving the doubts about Malverde’s existence as a documented historical figure is not, in fact, what is most important about him. The broader context of the ritual production, reproduction and contestation of the legend of Jesús Malverde, of the sacred spaces associated with Malverde, the relations of property ownership and identity surrounding these spaces, and the often complex power interests at stake are what make Malverde matter. In other words, it is the politics of the emergence and reinvention of Malverde – and the written record of this on the Sinaloan landscape – that is key to grasping the meaning and power of this figure, not the truth or falsity of his literal life and death.

In this, too, Malverde is not alone. Writing of bandit figures in general, Vanderwood asserts:

Many of these bandits may have actually lived and others been invented, but it makes no difference, for all are designed and periodically reshaped to fit the needs and imagination of the users. Most of these images are imbued with so much ambiguity and so many contradictions (which make them just that much more human) that they can be interpreted to symbolize almost anything.

If the image of the bandit is so porous that it can be ‘interpreted to symbolize almost anything’, then the bandit becomes an empty signifier. ‘An empty signifier is, strictly speaking, a signifier without a signified.’ Malverde’s legend, and the contested landscape associated with negotiations of this legend, are not backed by any ‘real’ signified: the tomb may be empty, and so are the archives. Indeed, a true-real Malverde becomes impossible within the system of signification of sacredness of which he forms the absent heart. ‘[T]here can be empty signifiers within the field of signification because any system of signification is structured around an empty place resulting from the impossibility of producing an object which, none the less, is required by the systematicity of the system.’

The limits of the system of sacredness itself cannot be signified directly; only in deciding by exclusion what is profane are these limits signalled, and as I have suggested in this essay, this process of excluding, of constructing a system of the sacred that is delimited by the profane, is a contentious, contextually variable and highly
政治过程。坟墓，传说，以及这些空的容器的社会空间谈判赋予生起无限可能性的含义。权力的源泉，不在于耶稣·马尔韦德或与他相关的地点。它们不是固有的神圣的。

相反，它是对它们作为神圣和循环的反复投资，以及对这些投资的再解释和争论的手段，赋予了这个符号和权力关系的持久影响和重塑的可能性，以及他和权力关系的历史记忆和身份。它本身就是一个空间，社交媒体和实际社会的形状，从小型的流行宗教空间到身体和规模，到传统、也许是一个发明的传统，但它作为一个持续的在场。马尔韦德的图象景观是更大图象景观的中心和手段。它作为空的符号，一个因其空虚而能够赋予任何意义或无意义的符号，是由于特定的策略，其空虚被赋予了具有意义的内容。空的符号

虽然‘神圣’可能被视为一个空的符号，一个符号，以其空虚的空虚可以意味着任何或没有意义，它的空虚被赋予了具有意义的内容作为一种特定策略的象征策略。不仅具有解释性，这些象征性策略是强有力的，实际的策略。”

马尔韦德的图象景观既是中心，也是周围更大景观的手段。它作为空的符号，一个符号，以其空虚的空虚可以赋予任何意义或无意义的符号，是由于特定的策略，其空虚被赋予了具有意义的内容作为一种特定策略的象征策略。不仅具有解释性，这些象征性策略是强有力的，实际的策略。
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